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In this paper the authors outline the performance and
modelling of a prototype linear tubular permanent magnet
machine with an air cored stator. The main application of the
machine is in direct drive marine energy conversion systems,
where speeds are typically in the region of 0.5 m / s . A simple
analytical method was derived to provide an initial design of
a prototype machine, which was then modelled using 2D
axisymmetric finite element analysis. Experimental results
are presented to verify the design, and to investigate the
performance of the machine as a generator.

1.

Introduction

Exploiting the vast energy source contained in the ocean has
been of interest for almost 30 years in the UK. Many years of
research, in combination with the recent success of offshore
wind energy and desire for renewable energy in general, has
culminated in research aiming to harness the power from the
ocean being more intensive and closer to commercialisation
than ever before. Several companies are deploying prototype
and full scale test plants in the ocean. The two areas of
marine energy undergoing development are wave energy and
tidal stream energy. Many of these devices produce linear low
speed reciprocating motion with a peak speed of less than 2
mis, which must subsequently be converted into electrical
energy. Developers propose using conventional induction
generators to produce electrical power, hut as a result require
a mechanical interface such as a hydraulic system to match
the low speed reciprocating motion to high speed rotary
motion [1&2].
Direct drive electrical power take off systems could replace
hydraulics, resulting in a much simpler form of power take
off. A prototype linear PM synchronous generator has been
designed and built for a seabed mounted wave energy
converter, the Archimedes Wave Swing 131. This device is
rated at 2MW, but with an average rating of only 400kW.
This machine is over 10m in length, and there are significant
mechanical engineering challenges to overcome. In order to
reduce the physical size of linear generators for Marine
Energy Converters (MECs) high shear stress machines, such
as the Transverse Flux Machine (TFM) and its variant the
Vernier Hybrid Machine (VHM) have been investigated

[4&5]. The TFM is more difficult to construct than the VHM,
but both require significant support struchlIes to overcome the
large magnetic forces that exist between the stator and
translator. Innovative lubrication systems are required to
maintain the airgap. In addition both suffer from low power
factor [6&7].
In this paper a machine topology is investigated which
overcomes both the mechanical and power factor issues. The
topology of machine is introduced and put into the context of
similar machines. For completeness sake brief information is
given on the method of design of this machine in the
synopsis, but more detailed analysis is published in [9]. In this
paper a finite element model of the machine is presented,
which is then verified using experimental results.

2.

Tubular machine

In a brushless PM machine, stationary copper coils surround a
magnetised tubular translator. The active part of the translator
consists of a series of steel pole pieces sandwiched between
permanent magnets such as neodymium-iron-boron.
Magnetisation of the magnets is axial and they are mounted
such that the steel pieces act as flux concentrators to form
alternate North and South surface poles. The magnet driven
field hence follows the movement of the translator, resulting
in a moving magnetic field passing through the coils. Stator
coils are supported within either an internal/extemal sleeves,
or placed in actual slots. The design and optimisation of these
iron cored versions of these machines has been published in

PI.
To extract Significant amounts of power at the low velocities
found in MECs requires large reactive forces and hence large
electrical machines. In a large linear machine, however, the
strong magnetic field results in a significant force of
attraction between the translator and stator. This must he
withstood by the mechanical structure and lubrication system.
Significant structural savings can he made if the magnetic
forces can he reduced or eliminated, which can he achieved
by constructing a stator which contains no iron. These
features are demonstrated in Figure 1. As shown, the
translator consists of opposed axially magnetised PMs
separated by steel spacers, both mounted on a non magnetic
shaft. This configuration, assuming that the iron does not
saturate, results in the residual translator forces being
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attractive. Without the spacers, strong repellent forces would
be present. Radially magnetised or surface mounted magnets
may prove more attractive for large diameters, but at this
scale represent a more difficult structure to manufacture.
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The equivalent airgap, I,, derived in [9], is defined as the
equivalent gap in an iron-core machine that would produce
the same peak flux density at the pole surface as in an aircored machine (equation 3).

w,

I =

Magnet

peak flux density at pole surface
equivalent airgap (m)
width of steel (m)

=

*

Figure 1:General layout of topology

3. Design of the air-cored PM tubular machine
A similar design with an iron core has been both analysed
and optimised [8], which provides some relevant results.
Using the notations given in Figure 1 and assuming that the
airgap, g, is a specified design parameter restricted to its
minimum obtainable size, there are three dimensional ratios
which may be considered: w,/W,, R,/& and w,/R,.
The
first of these, which for a given magnet width specifies the
width of steel spacer, is said to behave independently and not
influence the choice for the other two [XI. The choice of W,
is, by implication, not affected by the lack of iron in the
stator, which effectively sets & to infinity. Within that
research it was concluded that the value w,/W, should be set
, for the condition of minimum torque ripple and a value of 0.5
to 0.7 was recommended accordingly [8].
The shear stress for this machine has been derived in [9] and
is given by equation 2.

w m + ws

(3)

a

The flux density decays exponentially from the translator
surface. There is hence a limit to the coil height, ch, which
interacts with the translator flux and thus contributes to the
useful reaction force. Setting ch to equal twice I, ensures
90% of the translator flux is utilised. Equation (3) shows the
value of 1, to be dependent on the pole width of the translator
and hence vary with the width of steel for a given magnet
piece. To allow investigation, the width of spacer is
nominally taken to be equal to the magnet width in
accordance with [8]. These two conditions combined give a
general equation for the shear stress as in (4).

E.”

Magnets of IOOmm diameter were readily available from the
manufacturer, but for ease of cutting the thickness was limited
to 25mm and a steel section of the same width was used. The
basic geometrical data of the prototype is given in Table 1 &
Figure 2.

Steel Width
Translator diameter
Shaft diameter
Velocit

Where
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0.025 m
0.025 m

0.02 m
0.005 m
0.5 d s
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These values may be substituted into equation (4) to give a
shear stress of 28 kN/mZ. Each coil covers one third of a
translator pole, equivalent to an area of 0.0047m2. Average
force per coil is therefore predicted as 130 N. For a machine
rated for 3kW at 0.5 d s , a reactive force of 6 kN is required,
corresponding to 46 such coils. A 16 pole stator is hence
required.
4.

Figure 2: Dimensions of one half of the prototype
The peak flux density at the surface of the translator,

Bg,

Finite element model

4.1
Introduction
A 2 D axisymmetric finite element (FE) model of the machine
was developed using commercial software [lo]. Figure 4
shows the flux produced by the tubular PM translator. The FE
model was used to determine flux linkage data for induced
emf and inductance calculations.

may he found by the use of a simple equivalent magnetic
circuit. Figure 3 shows the assumed flux flow, including
leakage through the central stainless steel support, and
corresponding equivalent circuit.
irnaainaw

lo+
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Figure 4: Flux flow due to PM translatoi

Figure 3: Assumed flux flow and equivalent reluctance
network of translator.

Both axial and radial forces are present in the machine. The
former is the thrust force and provides power generation. At
translator positions where the PM field acts axially, i.e. in the
direction of motion, interaction with circumferential current
produces an attractive radial force. Compared to the
equivalent attractive force between iron surfaces, this force is
an order of magnitude lower. Finite element results for the
prototype indicate that this radial force expressed as a stress is
equal to 28kN/m2,compared to 400kN/m2 for an airgap flux
density if IT between two iron surfaces. This clearly justifies
the investigation of air core machines in terms of simplified
hearing design and reduced mechanical structure.

By analysing the magnetic circuit the peak flux density at the
surface of the translator was calculated to be 0.628T.
The dimensions of the coil are largely predetermined by the
size of other components. In order to maximise the emf from
the machine, the maximum number of coil turns was strived
for. Using 1 mm diameter wire and a fill factor of 0.54, the
coils, which covered one third of a translator pole each,
consisted of 230 turns. For a coil current of 10.4, the
equivalent current density of a single coil occupying the same
space, J,, is equal to 6.9 x 106AhC2.

4.2
Verification of simple model
The FE program can be used to generate the constant current
force profile as the relative coil and magnet position alters,
Figure 5.
The two maxima have slightly different values, implying the
magnitude of the force is dependent on the direction of
current with respect t o the remnance of the magnets. Flux
driven by the current can either strengthen or oppose the
magnetic field of the stator and the force varies accordingly.
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The RMS value of the 10A force curve is 143 N, implying a
9% error on the simple analytical method of section 3 above.

machine are hence given by ( 5 ) and may be solved by
expressing them as (6).
di
di

E, = L , L +

di
dM,
-+ M v L+
-li

. dL,
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dl

dt

dt

di
dM,
+ M,b3
+ ib + i,(r + R)
di

di

(5)

The value of induced emf, E,, is calculated from equation 7,
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Figure 5 : Axial force verses position for constant current

5.

Equivalent circuit model
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Coefficients for inductance and flux linkage may be
calculated from the FE program and are simplified to a set of
position dependent Fourier series'. A dynamic SIMULINK
model may hence be used to solve the current in (7) and the
two similar equations for the remaining phases.
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6.

Prototype and test-rig development

Figure 6: Equivalent circuit of one phase (red)
The predominance of air in the flux return path implies that
the coil inductance is independent of current. iron pieces in
the translator, however, manipulate the flux path slightly such
that there is a small variation in coil inductance with
translator position, x. These two factors imply that the
characteristics of a single coil may be modelled as an emf
source in series with a position dependent inductor. An entire
phase may hence be modelled as the system shown in Figure
6. The presence of coil supports between some coils in the
prototype described below gave rise to a slightly unbalanced
three phase system. It is hence not possible to make the
normal assumptions associated with three phase systems,
namely that all mutual inductances are equal and the
instantaneous sum of the currents is zero. The voltages in the

Figure 7: Tubular Machine Translator
Figure 7 shows the PM tubular translator mounted on a
stainless steel shaft. The translator is further supported along
its length using a solid contact bearing as shown in Figure 8.
The stator body consists of a 15 mm thick plastic tube with
the stator coils suspended on the inside. Each individual coil
consists of 230 turns of 1 mm diameter copper wire bound
together by glass tape. Every third coil has a 6 rnm nylon
spacer mounted to the inside of the tube. The spread of
support spacers is such that two of the phases are direct
neighbours (redyellow, yellowlblue) whereas the third
(redblue) is kept 6 mm apart. The mounting points of the
spacer serve to react force from the coils and ensure that the
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three coils represent exactly one translator pole width to
ensure a 3-phase output. The tube was secured to an
aluminium frame by in-house manufactured brass bolts.

testrig. Demonstrated in Figure 1 1 is the inaccuracy of this
assumption, accounting for the drift out of phase at peak
amplitudes combined with the coincidence of the positions of
zero linear velocity (t = 2.5, 3.7, 4.9 s).

The tubular machine was mounted horizontally and powered
by a 225 mm length crank arm coupled to a 1:4O step down
gearbox driven by a two pole induction machine, Figure 9.
Varying the length of crank and motor speed allows the
generator to he tested for different peak sDeeds and oscillation

Figure 1 0 Comparison of actual and predicted radial flux
density

Figure 8: Tubular Machine Prototype
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Figure 9: Mechanical excitation of translator
7.

!

Results

7. 1 Translator Flux Density
A Hall probe was used to measure the flux density
distribution on the surface of the translator and at various
radial positions above it. These results provided verification
of the finite element model. Measured and calculated results
of radial flux density are shown in Figure IO, from which it
can he seen that there is very good correlation.

7 . 2 Open Circuit
Predicted and experimental open circuit voltage for a single
coil is shown in Figure 1 I, showing the model to give a I O %
under estimation of the experimental value. The model
assumed a constant angular velocity for the motor driving the

3%

r.m$l

Figure 11: Open circuit results for a single phase
7 . 3 Resistive load
From the maximum power transfer theorem a load resistance
was chosen to equal the winding phase resistance, which is
equal to just over 16 Ohms. Figure 12 shows a comparison of
the experimental and predicted voltages of all three phases
when the machine is connected to three 1 7 0 resistors in star.
The general correlation between the two plots is good, with
the distribution being accurately predicted. Careful inspection
of the graphs highlights the slight imbalance in the three
phases. Under load a power factor of greater than 0.95 was
measured.
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used will he of a much higher rating compared to the aircored machine due to the low power factor. For a TFM an
active rectifier would he required to extract maximum power,
whereas in the air-cored machine a simple rectifier could be
used to feed the dc link of the power converter.
9.

Conclusion

The design and modelling of an air-cored PM tubular
machine has been presented. An expression for shear stress
has been verified, which can he used with confidence for
machine sizing. A more detailed finite element model has
been experimentally verified under both no-load and load
conditions. Even though the air-cored tubular machine
exhibits low shear stress it offers potential benefits in terms of
mechanical construction and a significantly higher power
factor.
Figure 12: Comparison of predicted and experimental voltage
for a 17R load

8. Application to MECs
In MECs the velocity of the prime mover is in the region of
0.5 to I d s , orders of magnitude lower than the velocity
found in conventional rotary machines. Direct drive machines
are therefore expected to he very large, resulting in significant
mechanical design challenges, such as the method of
lubrication, to integrate such machines into a wave energy
converter. High shear stress machines such as the TFM would
appear to offer a solution to the physical size, but such
machines suffer high attractive magnetic forces. These forces
place severe constraints on the lubrication system and the
support structure. In addition they suffer from low power
factor. The air-cored PM tubular machine topology presented
in this paper does not suffer !?om such large magnetic
attraction forces and exhibits a very high power factor.
Furthermore, its tubular cross section enables the use of more
conventional sealing systems when compared to the planar
cross-section of a TFM, which does not lend itself to sealing.
The issue of lubrication has not disappeared with the tubular
machine, hut the forces involved are not as great. One option
is to flood the machine so that the airgap becomes a fluid
hearing. In flooding the machine there is no longer a need to
provide tight sealing. A suitable coating would he required to
prevent corrosion of the generator. With this application an
integrated design approach is required. Hence although the
air-cored tubular machine does not exhibit a high shear stress
compared to the TFM say, its simpler mechanical
construction has potential benefits in the mechanical
integration of linear machines into marine energy converters.

As can be seen from the waveforms in figure 12 power
conditioning is required before the generator is connected to
the grid. This is true regardless of the topology of machine
used. However in machines similar to the TFM the converter
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